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Skills Week 1:

FORUM EPFL - Who are we?
Biggest campus recruitment fair in Europe

● 160 companies
● 110 startups
● 2,200 registered students

Take advantage of events organized throughout the year to help you prepare for your 
professional career!

REGISTRATION ON

OUR PLATFORM !
● April 8th: CV Photo session- CO 121
● April 11 - 14th: CV correction workshops (reserved

for those participating today) - online

Relevant dates:
● September 26 - 30th - Skills Week 2

● October 3rd - 7th - Forum EPFL



Quote: “Citizens have made huge sacrifices,” said Dr. Hans Kluge, the World Health Organization’s regional director for Europe. “It has
come at an extraordinary cost, which has exhausted all of us, regardless of where we live, or what we do.”         NY Times blog, 19.10.20
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COVID fatigue? 
Some people are stressed, some more relaxed than ever. 
How are you? What have you done to improve your network 
and/or to acquire new skills during confinement? Keep in 
mind that recruiters are also affected and some will even 
use the C-19 situation as an excuse to offer you a lower 
salary…while you should emphasize how well you have 
adapted to a hybrid work reality!

More patience, more persistence is required. 
Whenever possible, though, second and 

third round interviews may be organized in 
person…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More patience, more persistence…and consistent followup! First, however, you have to get your CV into absolutely the best shape possible prior to applying, and your LinkedIn also, prior to serious networking…



Managing expectations

• While we have consciously continued to add 
content to this seminar, we do not have time to 
go into depth on each aspect of creating an 
effective CV, linked to your other job search 
tools…

• My goal is not to give you all the answers related 
to your job search, but to help you formulate 
better questions!

NB: our slides are “text-rich” on purpose so you 
can use them & the handouts for reference.  

“Young 
professional,”                  
in transition!

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please make use of the handouts attached to each day’s presentation, and click through on any links you feel are relevant as you go through the presentations.



Today’s objectives
We need your help in making this “online experience” valuable, 
so please be fully engaged during the session and take a few 
minutes to give feedback at the end, or by email afterwards.

Our goal is to help you develop critical thinking about your 
application documents, and in particular your CV.

Based on a cumulative experience of 20+ years, we’ll show you 
“best practice” approaches.

◦ Pundits frequently disagree

◦ Literature almost exclusively written by  recruiters, not 
candidates 

◦ Job markets and recruitment techniques                         
continue to grow more complex

Google search for “effective CV 
for engineers:” 13.4 million 

results (0.41 sec’s); if you take 
60 sec’s to consult each = only  

25.48 years…

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Or you can benefit today from a combined 20+ years of « best practice » insights…Some coaches and counselors have written books, blogs or done surveys, but most literature is from HR perspective (i.e. what they want to see)



Courtesy of: Rosemarie Andrey, Business Communication Expert 
(used by permission)
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“Typical” application documents 
Curriculum Vitæ, with photo
 Letter of motivation (not “cover letter”)
Copy of latest degree (or letter announcing award); 

not transcripts, unless specifically requested!
Work or internship certificate(s)
One reference letter, preferably from industry

Today, 83% of recruiters in Switzerland, and 94% in the USA, will immediately consult 
your LinkedIn profile if they are interested in your CV. Also true for networking; don’t miss 
our separate conferences on LinkedIn…

Anything else can be sent later: it’s a good thing when the HR needs more…

NB: job site reference codes must be on titles of all docs when 
mentioned (i.e. ads on JobUp). 

Use this format: Fischer_S. CV_Rèf. 347a/x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For Swiss market, and for most of western Europe, this is basically the standard list of documents. 



Recruitment practices: expectations

Your interlocutors need to know
• If you can do the job
• If you will do the job 
• If you have the potential to do more
• If you are likely to integrate well with the team

For this, they will focus on 
• Your knowledge (technical expertise, key skills)
• Your savoir-faire (experience, workstyle and work ethic)
• Your self-knowledge (personality and character)
• Your motivation for the post and for the company 

According to each person’s role (recruiter, future 
colleague, manager), and on the company culture, 
the relative importance of each can vary widely. 

Some expectations may not be stated, as they do 
not relate to the candidate’s capacity, but may still 
disqualify him/her (age, gender, civil status, 
nationality, etc.).

Remember: this is a two-way process, and 
you are exploring a mutually satisfying 

relationship. 

CV answers the first one, 
and hints at the rest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Legal or not—e.g. gender/age for most job ads…”social charges” = built-in age prejudice!Place of residence can also be prejudicial…in CH or applying abroad…emphasize the last two points in each section, especially for scientific/research roles. We’ll discuss how to meet this expectations in the interview part of our workshop.



Recruitment practices: 
the standard process

The recruitment process includes several steps:

• Sending your application packet 
• If seen as positive, your profile on LinkedIn is checked, too
• Online questionnaire and/or submitting an essay 
• Pre-screening by telephone or Skype
• Interviews (first with generalist, following with higher level personnel and/or panel)
• Psychometric tests (intelligence, personality, behavioral preferences)
• Assessment center or selected exercises (case study, roleplays, public presentations, etc.)

Employers want to limit the risk of making a bad selection, which is extremely costly. In an estimated 60% of cases, 
an interview is supplemented by an additional form of evaluation (Lee Hecht Harrison, 2013).

Our focus today is on the key tool in your application kit: an effective CV for industry!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The process continues to grow more complex since… (Assessment: a method of evaluation involving several expert observers, using a range of techniques to evaluate the competencies of the candidates, their potential and the characteristics they share with one or more persons in a situational experience close to professional reality.) or business situation exerciseSlides supplémentaires:Exemples de questionnaires en ligne ou d’essais (Reuters)Les différents types de tests, les différences, qques exemples -> pas nécessaireAssessment: examples d’exercices pratiqués



Real costs of bad hires…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variations per market, but the (often hidden or unacknowledged)End of morning session: return at 13:00/13:15!



ROI is not just  a king  in France…

While recruiters often muddy the water, the fact is, you are not in 
the same category as other new hires…nor should you be! So both 
“sides” in the recruitment tango need to be confident, aware of all 
the factors important to hiring, and also fair (ahem). Candidates 
have to make most of the effort in the beginning to communicate 
their value and their interest in the job.

https://www.ere.net/the-business-case-for-hiring-
college-grads-reasons-they-can-produce-a-high-roi/

Your CV needs to 
“sell” your 

value…which we 
know is 

substantial!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
No one will hire you, even for an internship, out of charity (unless it’s your favorite uncle ): they do so because they know how much value you will bring. Your competition for most jobs in Switzerland will be a paltry 54-55 others; you need to get to the top 10-15% in order to be interviewed. After that, it’s all in the preparation. (Please attend our upcoming workshop on interview prep, too.)

https://www.ere.net/the-business-case-for-hiring-college-grads-reasons-they-can-produce-a-high-roi/


* via 
Business 
Insider / 

Company 
Filings

https://engineerworth.com/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While ratios will change depending upon the sector, type of role and the “pluses” you bring to the job (interpersonal, languages, project and people management experience, etc.), no company hires you as a charitable gesture…it’s an economic decision based on experience or potential in the market. If they get it right, both sides benefit, but the reverse is also often true; unfortunately, engineers at Nissan, e.g. have little control over what past and current CEO’s (and their boards) decide, so will take the hit of production being cut back.

https://engineerworth.com/


CV as Business Communication Tool

Your CV must show your ability to be concise and to emphasize 
what matters.

Your readers are industry experts: express yourself like a 
professional, not a student:

• Describe “skills” rather than “relevant courses” or “interests”
• Detail "results" rather than "tasks"
• Mention constraints met (time, budget, quality)
• Avoid too many mentions of Academia

Be concrete. Vagueness is your enemy.

Most recruiters are not technical or research specialists. 
Don't expect them to intuit what you  haven’t put in writing.
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1/3 recruiters spend 60 seconds or less on a 
CV before deciding what to do with it.

55% prefer CVs structured in reverse 
chronologic order. 
Functional CV’s are less appreciated.

Three main reasons to reject a CV:
Not enough relevant experience (27%)
 Insufficient qualifications (22%)
Poor presentation (12%)

CV in dangerland:              
facts and figures

Source: Chiumento CV Survey, 2006

Your CV should demonstrate your ability                                
to contribute and to get things done.

Every item that makes the recruiter want 
to meet you is welcome. 

Anything that could reduce his/her 
eagerness should be avoided.

Form, style and “read-ability” (meaning, 
“do I want to read this thing or not?”) 

matter as much as content.    

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comment: is it really true that nearly half are unqualified, or do a number of good candidates « hide in plain sight » because skills and experience are poorly presented or not included?Can be as few as SIX seconds for a first estimation of whether this is worth going further or not.Your readers are industry experts; express yourself like a professional, not like a student:Describe “skills” rather than “relevant courses” or “interests; "results" rather than "tasks."Mention constraints met (time, budget, quality); avoid too many mentions of Academia.�Most recruiters are not specialists in your field. Don't expect them to intuit what you did not put in writing.



One size does not fit all

“At graduate-jobs.com we surveyed recruiters 
from some of the biggest companies, 
including PwC, NHS and BP, and found the 
most common reason applicants get rejected 
is their (consistent!) failure to tailor job 
applications and CVs.”

Source: Warwick University “Careers Blog,” 2013

http://www.graduate-jobs.com/


“Resumé (or CV) killers” 

Here are some of the biggest no-no’s that hiring pros say they see all 
the time: 

1. Using a ridiculous email address: Your friends may know exactly why 
hairofthedogdude@yahoo.com is fitting for you, but recruiters and hiring 
managers may not be so amused. 

2. Making spelling errors and grammatical mistakes: You will be hired in a 
role requiring attention to detail and accuracy, so not proofing your own 
documents discredits you from the start. 

3. Including crazy fonts, colors and other graphics: Creativity is desirable in 
many jobs, but CV’s that look like art projects are not. Keep it simple and clear, 
and don’t use too many different fonts or blocks of color. Even for architectural 
or industrial design jobs, the best place for displaying your design skills 
is not in the application itself, but rather in a portfolio or via a link to a website 
with samples of your work.

4. Not using keywords: Terms particular to the job you want and the relevant 
skills you have should feature prominently on both your CV and your LinkedIn 
profile. 

NB: “useful repetition” of technical skills, certifications and instruments in the 
descriptions of your experience will reinforce these.

Adapted from: http://money.cnn.com/2014/11/02/pf/resume-red-flags/

Your CV must show your 
ability to be concise and to  
emphasize what matters, 
and wherever possible, talk 
about results—measured, 

or potential.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In CH: 7.3/10 recruiters will confirm/check your CV by opening your LinkedIn profile; in the US: 9.2!

mailto:hairofthedogdude@yahoo.com
http://money.cnn.com/2014/11/02/pf/resume-red-flags/


Industry-oriented CV 
in reverse chronological order

(Header)

Strengths

Education

2014-present PhD in Robotics, EPFL

2014 Master in Informatics, EPFL

2012 Maturité scientifique (secondary diploma)

Professional experience

2014 Enterprise A: project X (internship)

2012 Enterprise B: project Y (summer job)

2010 - present Enterprise C: replacements

Technical Skills

Languages

Extra-curricular activities

Personal details

Header
First name, last name and contact details: postal address 
+ one email, one telephone number

Strengths (Key Skills)
A summary of what you want the recruiter to focus on; 
should be adapted to each role/company.  ATS programs 
will pick up the key terms set in their search parameters!

Education
Don't go further back than secondary school; if MSc in 
Bologna system, and no radical change, BSc not 
necessary (careful of “false friends!”)

Professional experience (split into “Core & Additional”)
List your most relevant experiences, including thesis/post-
doc work

Technical Skills                        
Describe techniques/tools/industry processes, not only 
software 

Languages
Level of proficiency, certificates, language travel

Extra-curricular activities
Limit yourself to the most interesting ones

Personal details
Citizenship (plus Swiss permit), age, civil status, driving 
license, military status (if male; no obligations = a small 
advantage)

Don’t believe the 
“one-page myth!” 

1.5-2 for MSc, 2.5-3 
for PhDs

But here, it’s PowerPoint! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Up to two pages for MSc, and 2.5-3 for PhD’s and Postdocs…some of the latter may have docs up to five pages, when relevant. Most of what we say is also pertinent to applications in academia, and elsewhere in the world (see later info on “Resumé” vs. CV for the few caveats).



Style & formatting

It also needs to look “clean;” well laid out + organized+ easy-to-read = want to read!            
Don’t overdo the design elements, though: most of you are not graphic designers!

Your first readers are often young HR staff, but the second readers are more senior, 
and may also be engineers or researchers, or have recruited for technical positions for 
many years: express yourself like a professional, not like a student:

 Describe “technical skills” rather than “relevant courses” or “interests”
 “Show, don’t tell” soft skills in particular (contextualized examples, not lists)
 Detail "results" rather than "tasks"
 Mention constraints met (time, budget, quality)
 Avoid too many mentions of Academia

Most recruiters are not technical specialists. Don't expect them to intuit anything you 
have not expressed. Describe your projects and thesis in terms which both another 
tech person and a generalist can understand. If they want more detail, they’ll ask you!

NB: many of your “first readers” are either quite junior, or “dinosaurs;” both notice typos, 
grammatical errors and “gaps” in a way that may seem unfair, but is common. 

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills 
Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Soft skills = leading a team of five from three nationalities over a six-month period, we designed an X and managed to create in on time and under budget; gives a wide range of skills IN CONTEXT; much more powerful and credible!



Out there…but if it works…

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of us will stick with something closer to V2…



Header and Strengths Header
 First and last names, postal address, telephone, email (not EPFL)
 Photo generally on upper-right
 Skype (a must for screening) & button for LinkedIn (a plus!); other social media buttons for 

ResearchGate or GitHub can also be added here (not Facebook, Twitter or Instagram)

 Put personal information (age, marital status, nationality) elsewhere (end of page two)
 Avoid non-professional email addresses (e.g. king_bozo@2kewl4u.com)

Strengths
 An impactful summary on what you want the recruiter to remember
 You can substitute an objective line showing what key skills you will bring to the job , but it 

must be dynamic (ex. 2), not simply stating the obvious (see below)
 “Lifestyle” or self-centered objectives alone have limited impact (ex. 3)

 When answering a particular job ad, focus on strengths most relevant to the position
 ATS programs will be set to look for key terms, usually linked to hard skills—it’s an 

advantage to have these listed in several places!

Strengths

Alberta Einstein
25 Rue de la Paix
1001 Lausanne

+41 77 693 6789
Skype: alberta_emc2
alberta.einstein@bluewin.ch

• Data mastery: Pandas + Apache Flink & Storm

• Nano-fabrication and Micro-electronics 

• Minor in Technology & Entrepreneurship

• Alloy specialist + ISO/TC 119/SC 2-4 

Objective: to contribute my expertise in data processing, 
microelectronics and audio engineering, with my cross-
cultural communication skills, in an international 
consulting environment.

Objective: to get a first job in electrical engineering







Create a QR code for your LinkedIn profile for printed copies? See:
https://www.qr-code-generator.com/a1/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7qf32IGM4QIVLLHtCh1amwKhEAAYASAAEgJXQPD_BwE

20

Useful repetition: your key competencies may be listed 
in three separate places—

at the top, in your descriptions of experience, and also in 
your Technical Skills section.

Really?! Maybe that’s why you 
applied…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code) is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode) first designed in 1994 for the automotive industry in Japan.[1] A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the item to which it is attached. In practice, QR codes often contain data for a locator, identifier, or tracker that points to a website or application. A QR code uses four standardized encoding modes (numeric, alphanumeric, byte/binary, and kanji) to store data efficiently; extensions may also be used.[2] 

mailto:king_bozo@2kewl4u.com
mailto:alberta.einstein@bluewin.ch
https://www.qr-code-generator.com/a1/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7qf32IGM4QIVLLHtCh1amwKhEAAYASAAEgJXQPD_BwE


Strengths (continued) Strengths: usually “hard” skills matching as closely as possible the 
requirements listed in the job ad, or best corresponding to your 
spontaneous offer (which will be generated from your research and 
networking)

 Use short phrases with clear summaries but add tools/programs when 
you can.

 Objective lines must be “active” and show what you will bring to the 
job and to the company. 

 Stating the obvious adds exactly zero value to your application.
 If soft skills (i.e. human languages, teamworking) are asked for, 

include these here, but generally speaking, stick to you top tech skills.

Strengths

Alberta Einstein
25 Rue de la Paix
1001 Lausanne

+41 77 693 6789
Skype: alberta_emc2
alberta.einstein@bluewin.ch

• Data mastery: Pandas + Apache Flink & Storm

• Nano-fabrication and Micro-electronics 

• Minor in Technology & Entrepreneurship

• Alloy specialist + ISO/TC 119/SC 2-4 

Objective: to contribute my expertise in data processing, 
microelectronics and audio engineering, with my cross-
cultural communication skills, in an international 
consulting environment.

Objective: to get a first job in electrical engineering







21

Your “Strengths” (or “Key Skills”) in this context are 
not character traits. Instead, they must answer the 

question, “Can this candidate do the job?” very clearly 
–and ideally, severally! Do not then water them down by 
listing all of your expertise just below…keep a separate, 

comprehensive section further on in your document.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response Code) is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode (or two-dimensional barcode) first designed in 1994 for the automotive industry in Japan.[1] A barcode is a machine-readable optical label that contains information about the item to which it is attached. In practice, QR codes often contain data for a locator, identifier, or tracker that points to a website or application. A QR code uses four standardized encoding modes (numeric, alphanumeric, byte/binary, and kanji) to store data efficiently; extensions may also be used.[2] 

mailto:alberta.einstein@bluewin.ch


As a young professional, you will be hired primarily 
for your technical skills, though “soft” skills will also 
be taken into account in the final selection process.
No one can guess at what you have done: you 
must communicate in detail your key skills at the 
top of your CV, and all of your competencies in the 
descriptions of your experience to date as well as 
in the “Technical Skills” or “Expertise” section of 
your CV and in your LinkedIn profile.

You should also include these as you describe your 
experience, to give context and credence.

Communicating value: this 
starts with your belief in 
the value you will bring to 
your future employer



Should I add a photograph?
 Recommended as it’s likely to be the only visual element and personalizes your CV

 The image projected can vary enormously depending upon the photo you choose

 An effective photo underlines both parts of your identity, “young professional”

 “Ugly" vs. “Normal" = 56% fewer job interviews (according to study in France) 1

Not legal in US, UK, Canada…though with LinkedIn, Facebook, etc. now a nonsensical law. 

1 French Observatory on discrimination in the workplace “Testing sur CV (2004).”     Photos: jobguide.ch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to a survey done by the 1 French Observatory on discrimination in the workplace "Testing sur CV (2004);" photos from jobguide.ch. Not a beauty contest: key words, “young,” and ”professional!”VisibilityAccording to LinkedIn, complete profiles (which amongst other things means it has a photo) are 40 times more likely to receive opportunities through LinkedIn than incomplete profiles.Personal AppealEntries in LinkedIn search results with photos are seven times more likely to be clicked than entries without photos. Thus, recruiters looking for someone with your job title will probably not click on yours unless there is a photo beside it.http://www.huffingtonpost.com/susan-p-joyce/5-reasons-to-have-a-photo_b_6534840.html    



Real pictures…for executive posts!

Courtesy of 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Recommended: Top right side of the CV, passport size, but head-and-shoulders; professionally taken (neutral background); conservatively dressed; up-to-date. Can be adapted according to company culture, type of position, etc. but should be more formal than a student or EPFL staff photo.



Like founder,             
like users?

Although the site offers the 
possibility to test image impact 
for both business and social 
(including dating sites like 
Tinder!), for job search purposes, 
the former is the one we’re 
interested in. 

Their service is free if  you play 
the game, and responses are 
rapid; if  you prefer to buy 
“votes” you can, too. We suggest 
loading several photos to see 
which gets the highest overall 
ratings.

With a database of  more than 
65k photos, they have analyzed 
dozens of  aspects which can 
affect the impact of  your photo.

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills Week_Spring 2022



How well does the photo represent you?

Test your image: 
www.photofeeler.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hyperlink added: go to page, if time. Based in Boulder, Colorado. Pictures on left: Ben Peterson,Co-Founder

https://www.photofeeler.com/
http://www.photofeeler.com/


Sacrificing my ego for the greater good?

www.photofeeler.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You vote for “credits,” others vote on your photo(s); based on research project on perception of photos (University of Colorado, Boulder + Oregon State University?)

https://www.photofeeler.com/account-photos
http://www.photofeeler.com/
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Strengths

Education
2014-present PhD in Robotics, EPFL

2014 Master in Informatics, EPFL

2012 Maturité scientif ique (secondary diploma)

Professional experience
2014 Enterprise A: project X

2012 Enterprise B: projec t Y (summer job)

2010 - present Enterprise C: replacements

Technical Skills

Languages

Extra-curricular activities

Personal details

(Header)

Strengths

Education
2014-present PhD in Robotics, EPFL

2014 Master in Informatics, EPFL

2012 Maturité scientif ique (secondary diploma)

Professional experience
2014 Enterprise A: project X

2012 Enterprise B: projec t Y (summer job)

2010 - present Enterprise C: replacements

Technical Skills

Languages

Extra-curricular activities

Personal details
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think that putting your name on the left and your photo on the right (at least in Western cultures), makes the most sense: the eye moves from left to right, so this is a kind of visual introduction to who you are; LinkedIn works a bit differently, so if they have both open on their screen, you’ll be “looking” at them from two different angles…



The TOP is toppriority!

Drawing: http://chrisbanford.com/

You have only one chance to make 
an excellent first impression. 

The layout and style count, and so 
do the quality of your photo, the 
grammatical correctness of your 
phrases, and the relevance of your 
profile to the needs of the company.

Most importantly, your key skills 
(“Strengths”) need to answer the first 
question each recruiter has, “Can 
this candidate do the job s/he is 
applying for?”

The Matterhorn 
is not known for 

its distinctive 
base…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other three Q’s: will s/he do the job? Does s/he have the potential to do more? Will s/he fit in with the other team members (and company culture)?

http://chrisbanford.com/


Education & Experience

Education
2014 Master in Computer Science, EPFL

2010 - 2013 CS Engineering Studies at EPFL

2010 Maturité (option maths/physics), Gymnase XYZ

Professional Experience

2013 Company A: Java developer (Six-month internship)

2011-2012 Company B: Webmaster for s tartup in Lausanne

2011-2013 Lab C: Helpdesk technician (temp)

Education
Education comes before Experience

List degrees and honors explicitly

Mention exchange periods abroad 

Don't go further back than end of secondary school, unless 

notable (e.g. studies were in another language)

Professional Experience 
Emphasize

 Contributions made

 Responsibilities and

 Constraints faced

Give each experience the weight it deserves (“laundry list," 
i.e. too much detail for short-term post = risk losing value)

Teaching, summer/part-time student jobs: additional, not 
“Core” experience; which ones imply transferable skills?

Student associations: appreciated by employers when roles 
imply responsibility and dealing with external parties, but not 
usually listed under professional experience. If you managed a 
Solar Decathlon or Hyperloop team, that might be different!

One-year exchange at Carnegie Mellon University

Contributions
• Bottom line
• Enhancements
• Savings (time, costs, material)
• Transformation

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills 
Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For young graduates, Education comes before ExperienceAt this point in your career, you probably only have five or six things to put forward; your TM and internship should be highlighted, and then one or two semester (or BSc, in non-EPFL tracks) thesis work, with other jobs/projects presented in the less important category (see following)Alexa’s list: Added business Innovations Savings (time, costs,…) ImprovementsBottom line: business development; Enhancements: improvements; Savings; Transformation: innovations



Whether you “only” 
work(-ed) here, or worked 
and studied, EPFL gives 
you a “local brand,” and 
you need to make sure 
it’s “front and center” on 
your LinkedIn profile and 
your CV…

EPFL’s brand recognition for Swiss market is
undeniable, but also growing globally

EPFL’s brand recognition for Swiss market is
undeniable, but also growing globally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Still much better known in Europe than in the USA, but that’s changing slowly but surely with exchanges, PR about ranking, growth + publication impacts (and by hiring faculty from outside of CH while continuing to recruit early career researchers from around the world, including most of you!). So—not trying to sell YOU on EPFL, but YOU should use it to selll your profile!



Stephen Fischer_Staff Trainer & Career CounselorTackling the job market successfully

32

EPFL ranked 21st in terms of 
employability; was 20th the 

previous year

ETHZ = 11th (was 
13th); HEC Paris = 

25th !

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you have a strong brand, or “flag,” you need to use it!



Education (a)

No

Education
2019 Master thesis: “Ascertain nicotine 

rates in living cells using 
impedance measurement”

2017-2018 Specialization in Applied Photonics

2015-2016 Reading Micro-engineering at EPFL

2014 Secondary diploma

2017 LMIS-EPFL: Automating glue dispersal 
on a translating flexible substrate 
(summer internship at EPFL)

2011-2014 Secondary school, Gymnase de la 
Cité, Lausanne

2002-2011 Elementary school, Collège du 
Martinet, Rolle



2019 Master of Science in Micro-engineering, 
École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
- Major in Applied Photonics
- Minor in Management of Technology
- Academic exchange year at Imperial College 

2014 Maturité (secondary diploma), 
Gymnase de la Cité, Lausanne

Yes

Education

No “false 
friends;” not 
“maturity!”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What recruiters want to see:Degree, Field of Study, School, Location; NB: no false translations (« Maturité » is not a « high school diploma »)



Education (b)

No

Education
2019 Master thesis: “Ascertain nicotine rates in                

living cells using impedance measurement”

2017-2018 Specialization in Applied Photonics

2015-2016 Reading Micro-engineering at EPFL

2014 Secondary diploma

2017 LMIS-EPFL: Automating glue dispersal on a 
translating flexible substrate (summer 
internship at EPFL)

2011-2014 Secondary school, Gymnase de la Cité, 
Lausanne

2002-2011 Elementary school, Collège du Martinet, Rolle



2012Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne (EPFL)   2019
Master of Science in Micro-engineering 
- Minor in Management of Technology
- Academic exchange year at Imperial College (Spring 2018)

2014Gymnase de la Cité, Lausanne
Maturité (secondary diploma); Science Section

Yes

Education

Even in English, keep the 
initials; this approach gives 

you a “local brand!”

Simple & to the point: with 
your “local flag” first, and              

the date last…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What recruiters want to see:Degree, Field of Study, School, Location; NB: no false translations (« Maturité » is not a “high school diploma,” nor is it “maturity!”)



Where do                  
I put my
thesis?

 All academic titles (and special honors, plus exchange terms) 
should be listed under “Education.”

 A description of your thesis work can be placed either  in the 
traditional “Academic Projects” section, or, better, in the

 “Professional/Core Experience” section, especially if linked to 
industry (or done within a company);

 Can be adapted re. company/post you are applying for.

MSc students: with your
internship, your TM is
most likely your main 

experience to date

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills 
Week_Spring 2022



• For those who have done both an internship and a TM, make sure to 
include both under experience (most likely “Core,” or most relevant).

• Describe your work clearly, in terms which a generalist can understand, 
but which would also make sense to another engineer/scientist.

• Explain your responsibilities in terms of project management: timeline, 
budget, team/meetings/role/language(s), innovations, extra tasks + 
evaluation (successful? how did you know?). 

• Publications, conferences and/or teaching and supervising BSc theses 
at Master’s level would be exceptional, and worth including in core 
experience (as opposed to PhD level CV’s). PhD’s would list these under 
additional experience, however.

“Selling” your experience to industry



 Describe your work clearly, in terms which a generalist 
can understand, but which would also make sense to 
another engineer/scientist.

 Explain your responsibilities in terms of project 
management: timeline, budget, team/meetings, 
role/language(s), innovations, quality control, extra tasks 

 Milestones/evaluation of success: how did you know, and 
what were the outcomes?

 Emphasize results and other contributions, including 
“hidden duties or responsibilities.” Describe any potential 
economic implications.

For PhD’s: Teaching and supervising MSc theses are less 
important (add under “Additional Experience”).

 If linked to industry (patents, partnerships, mandates) 
highlight this; otherwise describe outcomes in terms of 
potential commercial impacts. 

“My objective was to determine the main parameters of the 
dynamics of molecules during a chemical micro-reaction in a helium 
droplet. In a very short timeframe, I developed a powerful yet 
simple model that predicts the resulting stereoisomers with 40% 
higher precision than traditional methods. This could lead to 
significant savings for the chemical industry. I was also involved in 
the purchase of mission-critical lab equipment, and negotiated a 
20% price discount.”

Your thesis in five lines (or less), in business terms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same approach for MSc or PhD thesis (theses): must be accessible to a generalist, but still “techy” enough to incite questions from more technical queries.If you choose to describe your academic projects in the “Education” section, however, then your PhD thesis should also be placed there.Example given (long): four sentencesHidden work can include: translating/proofing articles, moving labs, cleaning up spaghetti code, logistics for conferences, delegate (official or otherwise) to meetings with other labs, schools, industry partners, research centers.



Your thesis in terms of project management

NB: describe your thesis in five sentences or less, in terms of project management, with 
constraints, key responsibilities, budget and results.



Core vs. Additional Experience

No

Professional Experience

2011 Design of a motor oil film thickness measurement system 
(BOSCH Research Institute, 1027 Lonay)



2009 City of Lausanne (Housing Service) – City of Lausanne 
(Internet Group) – ACM (Archives de la construction 
moderne EPFL):
- Design and development of  the City of Lausanne 
Housing Service website

2007 Teaching Assistant for electronics practicals (Electronics 
Lab EPFL)

2008 Assistant-Surveyor, Lausanne Power Authority

2007 School of Computer and Communication Sciences EPFL
Teaching Assistant for a web design course for girls

2005-
2009

Sales clerk at McDonald's on Saturdays

Core Experience

2015
BOSCH (3-month internship)
Design of a new motor oil film thickness measurement 
system using laser-induced fluorescence. Validated proof-
of-concept in < 3 months, with precision enhanced by 35% 
vs. the previous system. 

Yes!

2014City of Lausanne (part-time 20%)
Design and testing of the City’s Housing Service website, on 
a very tight budget with focus on maximum quality. The 
website was successfully launched in October 2009.

2013Lausanne Power Authority: Assistant-Surveyor.
Surveyed underground electrical networks and entered the 
topographic data in AutoCAD.

Additional Experience

Electronics Lab, EPFL 2012-14
Teaching Assistant for electronics practicals (EN and FR).

Pix4D, Lausanne: plat survey review project (summer intern).  2012

Powder Technology Laboratory (LTP), EPFL  “Design 
of spectacle components in shape  memory alloys.” 
Doctoral Thesis
Concept to prototype modelling in C+++ of Ni-Mn-Ga alloys 
with optimized twin microstructures. Based on my work, the 
host company is currently developing model prototypes.

2016-present

New category, adding 
emphasis & focus

As with your “Strengths,” customize this part of 
your CV for each position you apply for…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Core or Professional”



Your amazing super strengths – Revisited

No false modesty 
allowed!

Materials & 
Structural
Analysis

Data Science

Interpersonal 
Skills

Instruments 
& Tools

Project 
Management

Super
Grad

Don’t list courses 
(unless outside of 
your discipline): 
show, don’t tell, 

what you can do!

Think carefully: 
brainstorm about all 
the things you have 
learned in the past 
two to four years—
then don’t be shy 
about including 
them here, and 

selecting for your 
“Strengths” section.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Allow 30 minutes, then put them in pairs to discuss their CV’s…

http://www.sketchbubble.com/


Techniques, Methods & Skills: your USP’s! Technical Skills (or “Expertise”)
 Particularly important for recent graduates

 Mention key technical & project management skills 

 List of skills acts as a repository of keywords indexed 
by Applicant Tracking Systems

 IT Skills: priority to specialized software used in 
industry/sector (+ acronyms when common)

 Data Science: programs, tools, methods, cluster 
computing, data libraries, stochastic analysis 

 IP (patents), Euro lab levels, ISO certifications, etc. all 
“money in the bank” for future employers

Don’t forget Clean Room, Wet lab, en vivo, SQL, lab 
safety training, debugging

Intercultural and Science Communication, Team 
Effectiveness, Influencing without authority, and other 
interpersonal skills complete your profile…

Technical Skills

Material Synthesis Processes
Magnetron Cathode Pulverization, Electric arc, melt-spinning

Physical and Structural Characterization Techniques
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) in traditional and 
high-resolution modes (HRTEM), Energy-dispersive X-Ray 
spectroscopy (EDX), XPS and SIMS Spectroscopy, X-Ray 
Diffraction(XRD), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (SEM)

IT : EMS, LabVIEW, Cerius2, Image-Pro. Good command of 
several other image analysis / image processing programs. 
MS Office (XP-W10; PC and Mac)

Project Management:
Logistics, coordination, budget control for international 
hydrofoil competition (see “Core Experience”).
Supervised five MSc thesis students (one patent pending).

Be complete &              
consistent: 
here and on 
LinkedIn !

Your “toolkit” 
is likely to get 
you the job!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the term, “Expertise,” or “Technical Expertise” will cover both soft and hard skills…



What the 
school says 

you’ve 
learned…

The mix of what a mechanical engineer knows…

Young 
professionals are 

hired for their 
current skills and 
their potential to 
conitjue learning 

new ones!
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A tool is only as 
good as the 

person who uses 
it.  Don’t forget 
data libraries, 

super-computer 
crunching,  pre-
programmed 
instruments or 
machines, safe 

cloud computing 
and machine 

learning.

Internship and first job after EPFL: you will be hired for your skills, not your experience!

Data is king—across all sectors!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NumPy, Pandas et al = Python-based data tools.All roads lead to Rome…or away from it into a wild countryside: 



Got it? Flaunt it!

• Prince2 or PMI certification for project management

• MOOC’s and Coursera for QA and data science:
https://www.class-central.com/tag/quality-assurance

• Technical writing certification:
https://www.wordrake.com/blog/thinking-technical-writing-certification-3-consider

• List all lab and machine certifications

• Health and (lab) safety training, first aid, chemical and 
electrical; other specialized systems training (formal & 
informal)

• Patents pending or obtained!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do you actually need any other skills or certification? For most EPFL grads, not now, but…taking six months to improve your fluency in German = a good investment! E-marketing, human or programming languages? Ongoing = attractive to employers. Re. Natalya’s comment about the people she coachesProject management skills: you know you have them, but do they?

https://www.class-central.com/tag/quality-assurance
https://www.wordrake.com/blog/thinking-technical-writing-certification-3-consider


My Strengths

Spend 5-10 minutes writing, while listening to music (optional). Afterwards, using highlighters,group results to 
use in establishing your most relevant hard and soft skills--for your CV and LinkedIn profile.

Check LinkedIn 
profiles of Alumni 

with 3-5 years’ 
experience: what 

skills do they 
show and how do 

they describe 
themselves?

As you read job 
ads, note the top 
skills requested, 
and if you have 

these but haven’t 
yet listed them, 

add them to your 
CV and to your 

LinkedIN profile!

   um Skills Week_Spring 2022



Tech Tip
Continue Your Life’s Education With Free Online Classes
If you’re pondering a career shift, looking to learn a specific skill or just 
plain bored, consider a web-based class to broaden your horizons.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/09/technology/personaltech/education-free-online-classes.html

https://www.classcentral.com/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everyone has to decide to what point they will use the current situation to their advantage; this may be an excellent time to learn a new skill, improve a human (or programming) language, or finally take a course in an area you’re interested in and feel would be useful for your career. Class Central is considered the leading platform for reviewing online courses available for free or for a fee.

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/09/technology/personaltech/education-free-online-classes.html
https://www.classcentral.com/


Linguae: frankly! • Accurate level of proficiency (modesty pays), certificates if 
any, language travels (place and duration).

• In Switzerland, 82% of ads mention language requirements. 
Learning or improving a Swiss language during your job 
search will be seen in a positive light by potential 
employers.

• Expectations are high & levels may be tested during 
interviews. Rate “Spoken” and “Written” and if different, 
note these: e.g. “Intermediate Spoken (B2), “Fluent Spoken 
(C2)”

• Use auto-evaluation grid from EuroPass: 
https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/sites/default/files/cefr-en.pdf

• Evaluate your proficiency with DIALANG: 
http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/researchenterprise/dialang/about or 

• On Ecole Club-Migros site:                                                            
http://www.ecole-club.ch/Themes/tests-d-evaluation/test-de-langue

Languages

French Native language

English Fluent spoken (C1) and written (C2)
One-year exchange at Imperial College, London

German Intermediate level spoken and written (B1)
Zertifikat Deutsch from Goethe Institut.

NB: lead with most important language for job, or language of your CV.

Separate from other skills, so they are easy to find.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Self-evaluate your proficiency in most European languages with a free downloadable program called DIALANG (or ClubMigros);28% non-Swiss working in CH (range of language proficiency wide); usually biz reason why (esp. Uncommon) language required for job = will test!Can change order of list depending upon region, sector, or other criteria; modesty pays!

https://europass.cedefop.europa.eu/sites/default/files/cefr-en.pdf
http://www.lancaster.ac.uk/researchenterprise/dialang/about
http://www.ecole-club.ch/Themes/tests-d-evaluation/test-de-langue


Language courses nearby
• EPFL: https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/french/
• Ecole-Club Migros: https://www.ecole-

club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-de-francais
• Swiss French School: 

https://swissfrenchschool.ch/lausanne
• Etudes Modernes (Morges): http://ecole-langues-

vaud.com/french-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html

French:

• EPFL: https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/german/
• Ecole-Club Migros: https://www.ecole-

club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-d-allemand
• Etudes Modernes (Morges): http://ecole-langues-

vaud.com/german-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html
German:

• EPFL: https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/italian/
• Ecole-Club Migros: https://www.ecole-

club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-d-italien
• Academia: https://www.academia-

lausanne.ch/ls/en/language-courses/italian.html
• Etudes Modernes (Morges): http://ecole-langues-

vaud.com/italian-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html

Italian:

List of recognized certificates: 
https://www.fide-info.ch/doc/08_Sprachenpass/fideFR08_ListeCertificatsReconnus.pdf
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learning (or continuing to improve) a Swiss language during your job search/career transition sends a strong message about your desire to integrate into Swiss culture, not only stay here to work.

https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/french/
https://www.ecole-club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-de-francais
https://swissfrenchschool.ch/lausanne
http://ecole-langues-vaud.com/french-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html
https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/german/
https://www.ecole-club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-d-allemand
http://ecole-langues-vaud.com/german-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html
https://langues.epfl.ch/courses-offered/italian/
https://www.ecole-club.ch/Offres/Langues/Cours-d-italien
https://www.academia-lausanne.ch/ls/en/language-courses/italian.html
http://ecole-langues-vaud.com/italian-courses-morges-lausanne-vaud.html
https://www.fide-info.ch/doc/08_Sprachenpass/fideFR08_ListeCertificatsReconnus.pdf


Extracurricular activities

Extracurricular Activities
--Gilly Football-Club, treasurer; trainer for junior     
championships (six years) 
-Advisor to the local Boy Scout troop for five years
-10k and half-marathon (team & individual)
-Subscriber to Nature and The Economist 

Personal Information
26, single, Swiss and French citizenships. 
Discharged from military service. Swiss driver’s 
license (Type B).

References available upon request (optional)

This section is a “gift to the generalist,” and allows for a 
non-technical closing to your job interview. 

S/he also wants to to know how you stay healthy, and 
whether you’ll fit in with “their” team…                                                

both impacting the bottom line!

1 not “hobbies,” which has negative connotation

Personal interests 1

Perceived images:
Team Sports: stamina, competitive spirit, team spirit, willingness  to  go 
beyond limits; Switzerland may be the only place where extreme sports 
are well seen!
Arts: emotional intelligence, sensitivity, creativity, openness;
Group activities/associations: interpersonal and communication skills, 
leadership; difference between membership vs. role with responsibilities.

Some recruiters jump to conclusions:
Individual sports only = lack of team spirit
Volunteering in humanitarian orgs = not business-oriented
Solo hobbies = unable to socialize
"Movies, reading, music" = conformist type,  lacks creativity.

 Don’t be “falsely modest;” state your achievements!
 Do not mention political affiliations or religion.
 Add online news or magazines you read regularly.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a potential "Danger Zone": example of the Scandinavian sailor. On the other hand, extreme sports are seen as positive here, whereas in risk-adverse USA, not so much!



Resume (Anglophone countries) vs. CV (rest of the world)

Basically, you cannot put a photo on the US (UK, Canada, 
Australia) version and you should not mention the following:

--your age or birthdate; 
--your civil status;

--your sexual orientation, religion, politics.

Some of this is nonsensical with social media, but remains 
not only standard practice, but often the law (to avoid 

prejudice), so if you include these, your application may 
simply be discarded.

But you should keep your contact details (including LinkedIn) 
and your nationality: in nearly all cases, the employer will 
have to ask for a work permit if interested in hiring you.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See also: https://www.topresume.com/career-advice/6-things-to-remove-from-your-resume-right-away#:~:text=6.,ask%20for%20these%20personal%20details. 



Applicant Tracking Systems
CV’s sent by email or uploaded on a company website 
are often analyzed by specialized software (parsers), 
especially if you’ve made a spontaneous offer…¹

Collected profiles are stored on a searchable database 
which allows recruiters to find specific profiles/skills 
(usually timed out @ 90-180 days) 

Providers
• ATS: Taleo (Oracle), Kenexa (IBM), NetMedia, SuccessFactors 

(SAP), Peoplefluent
• Resume Parsers: Sovren, Daxtra, BurningGlass, HireAbility, 

Textkernel

¹ How many does Nestlé get per month?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsAATmT0qEcNestle: 20k per month, UN: 20k per week, Google: 6k per day spontaneous offers…if they capture even 0.1%, they’ll be “rich” in potential candidates.Click on “Camera” button: This 2.2 min. video shows how a semantic extraction engine tags and extracts all relevant information from a CV step-by-step in slow motion. The process of information extraction, usually lasting for less than a second, is broken down to its elemental operations, providing a completely new view on modern semantic technologies. Published July 28, 2011Can find templates adapted for ATS on hloom.com; tips on creating ATS-friendly CV’s online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gsAATmT0qEc


https://www.sovren.com/documents/tips-for-electronic-resumes/

Tips on 
optimizing 
your CV for 
ATS systems

https://www.sovren.com/documents/tips-for-electronic-resumes/


Test the potential impact your CV is likely to 
register on an ATS: free parser at www.cvlizer.com

NB: you must use codes linked to job ads and have 
your name on all docs so the systems can find your 
application materials! If you follow our advice about 
listing your strengths, having a comprehensive list of 
your technical skills and include them in your 
descriptions of your experience ( = “useful repetition”), 
you should not need an ATS-optimized template. 

http://www.cvlizer.com/


Spontaneous offers: old-fashioned style

Call first (1818, if not on web) to ask whom you 
should address.
Send by postal mail:
• A4, not folded, priority mail (2.4 CHF)
• CV + documents in plastic cover
• Letter on heavier paper, slightly different color, 

signed by hand
Follow-up by phone in 10 days: restate your 
interest & ask if they need anything else from you.

For your top 10%:

92% of Swiss companies are SME’s, many founded by EPF(L) Alumni.



Contents:
Relevance, Conciseness, Consistency

Clearly separate Education and Experience
Don't go overboard with detailing professional 

experience
Group together multiple experiences with the 

same employer

Form:
Spelling and grammar do count. 

Don't use cool fonts;  don't overuse Bold, Italic
or Underlining

A good layout helps with the reading. 

Templates save time: 
300 in Word: http://www.hloom.com/

20 in LaTeX: 
https://www.sharelatex.com/templates/cv-or-

resume

Save your document with your name: 
Fischer_S_CV 2021

Or

Fischer_S_CV_Réf. J1-EP-47

Quick checklist

NB: always ask a peer to 
proofread and give feedback; 
when ready, view your CV on 
screen, then print it in both  

black & white and color.

Adapt your CV for each 
sector or job you apply for:

Emphasize most relevant items and 
reduce importance of others.

The more technical the job, the more 
detailed your list of tech skills should be. 
The opposite also applies.

Publications, posters, conferences 
only for academic or research positions 
(where a PhD is frequently required). 
Know the culture: PMI vs. MindMaze…

Publications, teaching or supervising at            
MSc level, however, is unusual & should 
be included!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take special care of the layout. Spelling and grammar do count. (Older recruiters & managers care.)Add reference number. Lunch break…come back in 60 mins.

http://www.hloom.com/
https://www.sharelatex.com/templates/cv-or-resume


“Before;” what 
would you 
change?

“After:” what do 
you think, now?

Used with permission. After participation in CV Bootcamp, Halloween 2019.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both versions two pages



Used with permission. After participation in CV Bootcamp, Halloween 2019.

“Before;” what 
would you 
change?

“After:” what do 
you think, now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both versions two pages



Used by permission.

“Before;” what 
would you change?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
One page original, 2.5 page “revisited” version!



“Before;” what 
would you change?

Used by 
permission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Original = two pages; revisted = three… 



Basics for Word:
http://blog.gilbertconsulting.com/2009/08/how-to-force-pdf-to-open-at-particular.html

For Mac users:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSiDcIFH0KU

Using LateX:
https://online2pdf.com/convert-tex-to-pdf

Save into “Read Mode,” sans bookmarks, ideally at 67-75%

Make it as inviting and “reader-friendly” as possible. 
Remember: you only get one shot at making the best 

possible impression!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try saving in this way, but test it with a friend before sending it out for a job…

http://blog.gilbertconsulting.com/2009/08/how-to-force-pdf-to-open-at-particular.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OSiDcIFH0KU
https://online2pdf.com/convert-tex-to-pdf


CV takeaways 61

CV Highlights: 
1. Its job is to open the door to 
the interview room. Without an 

effective CV 
2. The top is super-critical, as 

the initial read is
< 60 sec’s, sometimes 6!

3. CV = chapter headings of 
your story, not all of it.

4. Put a positive spin on 
everything.

5. Write for generalists, hope for 
other techies!

6. Leaving out personal details
may backfire.

7. Yes, interests do matter.
8. No one-pagers at your level!

Don’t be
like him!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minimum 2, but usually 3 pages for PhD’s and Postdocs; layout and photo quality DO matter!



SOOOOOOOOOOO much to say about such a 
small piece of the job search puzzle, eh?! 
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Two-step tango: 
good CV’s incite 
interest in your 
LinkedIn, while 

your letter…that’s 
another story 
altogether…

LinkedIn  session 
coming soon (in 

French…check our
site)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comments, questions?



Video CV’s? with COVID, be ready for the 
entire interview process to be online

https://www.renderforest.com/video-resume

https://vimeo.com/

Make it here…

Store it here…
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https://www.renderforest.com/video-resume


Shake it, don’t break it

Get customized business cards rapidly and affordably:
 Online Printers: 250 in 24 hours for 35-43 CHF, plus postage; https://fr.onlineprinters.ch/
 VistaPrint: 500 cards for 7.90-22.90 CHF + rapid delivery 19.90 CHF, 3 days; (standard 9.90 for 5 days): https://www.vistaprint.ch
 M-Print (Migros): 100 cards in 48 hours, 20 CHF for standard designs; order/pick up in person; nearest in Nyon: 

https://www.migrosprintshop.ch/succursales/nyon-la-combe/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
M-Print: La Combe Centre Commercial, just next to train station in Nyon

https://fr.onlineprinters.ch/
https://www.vistaprint.ch/
https://www.migrosprintshop.ch/succursales/nyon-la-combe/


Time for timely feedback

• Do you have “actionable information” to 
revisit your CV in order to push your 
“value proposition” forward to prospective 
employers?

• Are you glad you dedicated the time to 
this session?

• Any additional comments, or descriptions 
of technical problems you may have 
experienced, please write me directly at: 
stephen.fischer@epfl.ch

• Now, to the Q&A…which we’ll continue 
informally at the apéro, too!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, elicit using buttons (or hands up), then launch poll…

mailto:stephen.fischer@epfl.ch
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Last memes (for 
now!); gotta keep 

our sense of humor!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for your time, good energy and questions! See you again, soon, in our individual sessions. Stay safe and try to get outside, meanwhile…



Happy Spring Time, everyone!
 Company presentations, career counseling, Industry RoundTables & 

future workshops plus our new “EPFL Get Hired” job platform: 
https://epflcareer.ch/en/

 Podcasts to be available soon in cooperation with Forum.

 These slides in .pdf will be posted on  Forum website by next week!

 “CV Group Correction” sessions, week of 11-14 April 2022 (online 
only) For those physically and virtually present today. See 
https://www.forum-epfl.ch/en/

Stay safe, cross your fingers 
for the Satellite to stay 

open, and enjoy the rare 
moments of  sunshine!in partnership with 

Thank you for participating…and please join us now 
at the networking apéro!

Crafting an effective CV_Forum Skills Week_Spring 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Details on participation and planning to be sent directly to all participants by Forum.

https://epflcareer.ch/en/
https://www.forum-epfl.ch/en/
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